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NEW INSIGHTS INTO EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY VIA LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

L.A. Shepp 
R . J . Vanderbei 

AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Suppose that each detector unit, d, of an emission scanner measures 
a count n'(d) which represents the number of emissions into d of an 
unknown emission density "- . The likelihood, P (n' I,,-), is the (Poisson) 
probability of observing n' under ).. The well-known EM algorithm 
starts with an estimate ).0 of "- and produces a sequence )." 
k" 1,2, . .. , of estimators having increasing likelihood and which 
converge to an estimate ).. with maximum likelihood as k--+"". I t is 
well-known that for large k, Ak becomes snowy or noisy in appearance, 
and various methods have been proposed to effectively smooth A·, but 
these all give up likelihood to get smoothness. We give a method 
using linear programming of smoothing At which produces a smoother 
estimate ~. which nevertheless has .t he same likelihood as "-'. 

If kk is nearly unique among estimators with its likelihood then X" 
cannot differ much from P, while of there are many k with the 
likelihood of k", then X· should be smooth. Experiments described 
here indicate that for large k, ~k is not much smoother than k', so 
that k" seems to be nearly unique . This is surprising in view of the 
fact the problem considered is severely undetermined in the sense 
that there are typically 3 or more times as many unknowns as 
equations (measurements), but of course it is the i nequal ity 
constraints that cause th e uniqueness . 

We survey the maximum likelihood approach to emission tomography 
using the iterative EM algorithm and discuss the known difficulty 
with the algorithm at high iteration numbers . 

1 . Introduction 

In a typical but especially exciting new application of emission 

tomography (ET), Petersen et al., [P], assert that the reconstructed 
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brain ET image varies reprod~cibly with the word or concepts being 

considered by the subject's brain during the experiment. Oxygen atoms 

in radioactive isotope.. form e50 with half-life 123sec.) are 

intravenously injected as HzO into volunteers who words on a TV 

screen during an ET scan. This water is metabolically taken up in the 

active region of the brain where oxygen is needed at that moment. 

While it is there it decays and emits radioactivity which is detected 

in a bank of detectors. An image of the emission density is formed 

by an algorithm (the so-called EM algorithm) for ET reconstruction. 

A subtraction is made between two images, with and without the visual 

word stimulus, and, in order to increase signal/noise, several such 

images f~om diffe~ent voluntee~s a~e added togethe~ afte~ a 

~egistration shift and scaling. The resulting image shows IP] that 

diffe~ent regions of the brain are active depending on the word 

flashed. It is difficult to perform this experiment on a single 

volunteer because of ET's inherently low signal/noise. It is 

indicated in {P] ' that it would be very useful to improve the 

understanding of ET algo~ithms so that the need for several 

volunteers could be avoided and such experiments could be made more 

efficient. Indeed if these results can be repeated by other groups 

the technique raises many possible di~ections for ET applications. 

The purpose of this paper it to survey ET and the currently most 

important algorithm for ET, namely the EM (expectation-maximization) 

algorithm {SVj, [VSK] which was used by {P] to obtain high 

likelihood estimates of the emission density. Here we focus on one 
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. of the shortcomings of EM in ET and the techniques suggested to avoid this problem. 

The problem, as shown in §3, is that estimators of very high likelihood tend to be too 

snowy to use. For newcomers to the field, we point out that ET is different from CAT 

scanning or transmission tomography [SK ) which has much higher resolution (and counts 

and dose) than ET, but cannO! be used for metabolic studies of this type . ET is used 

mainly to study function while CAT is used clinically. 

In ET , there are typically (but not always, see below) a finite set D of detector units 

(we say units to cover the case of double photons or PET, d. [SV)). For each d ED there 

is a received count n·Cd):= 0,1,2, ... which is the number of counts of radioactivity 

recorded by unit d during the experiment. The geometric arrangement of the units d and 

their efficiencies determine the transition probability p (d I x) that an event or emission at x 

which is detected will be detected in unit d. Thus p Cd I x) is known and given and 

(1.1) L p(d Ix) = 1 
"D 

fo r each x. 

If A(x)dx is the density of, say 130, emitter at x then the mean number of counts in unit d 

i, 

( 1. 2) EnO(d) = J >"(x)p(d I x)dx ~ IJ.Cd) 

where the integral is over all of 2 or 3 dimensional space where detected counts can he 

emitted. Of course A(X) is unknown but fo r each A, nO Cd) , d ED are independent Poisson 

distributed variates whose means are given by lJ.(d) defmed in (1. 2). In [SVj we denoted 

!-led) by A· (d) . The reader should prove the assertion that nO(d) are independent and 

Poisson provided that the emission process is a Poisson process with variable rate >..(x). 

Hint: If x-space is broken into small regions b I , b 2, ... the number, n (bl), of emissions 

from each bi are not observable , but are independent and Poisson. With each emission a 
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line is chosen independently and uniformly th rough x and so each emission independently 

reaches d from x with probability p Cd I x) and the emission from each b{ into each d arc 

independent and Poisson. Finally, sums and limits of independent Poisson variables have 

the same property. For more details sec [51 or [SV]. 

Thus for each}.. there is a probability h(}..) of observing the actual recorded counts 

n ·Cd) for d E D if }.. is the true emission density. Indeed by independence and the Poisson 

formula, this probability of observing nO(d), d E D under}.. is precisely 

( 1.3) 

where p.(d) is given by (1.2) . 

h(;\.) = n e-",(d) 

"D 
!J.(d)"O(d) 

n O(d)l 

The maximum likelihood (ML) viewpoint is now very natural. Since (L3) is an exact 

model for the physics (because the Poisson assumption that n{bl ) are independent and 

Poisson for disjoint bl is a perfect model of radioactive decay) it seems reasonable to 

estimate the unknown A as any A which maximizes the likelihood of the observed counts, 

i.e. the product (1.3). Such a A is called a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). Note 

that A is an arbitrary density so that one would not expect h(A) to have a unique 

maximum. We will return to this point in §2, where we give evidence which indicates that 

in typical cases the maximum is essentially unique (of course it is not always unique). 

Now we return to the question of the discreteness of D, the set of detector units. 

There are position-sensitive detectors which measure (up to an error) the point on the 

detector where the radioactivity strikes. For these detectors it becomes unnatural to think 

of detection as discrete. Also in time-of-flight (TOF) ET scanners [SV], [STT] a central 

location is measured for each detected count so that x itself is observed up to an error, 

usually taken to be a Gaussian displacement. Position-sensitive and TOF detect ion can be 
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modelled by a finite D (in the case of TOF one often uses subtubes [SV] and assigns a 

count proportionally to more than one subtube although this seems to be a somewhat 

inelegant model. In the non-TOF case with error-free position detection, one can imagine 

that for each count arising at x we cannot observe r itself, but instead a random line 

uniformly distributed in angle is chosen through x and observed. It would then be desired 

to estimate A given a finite set of observed or detected lines. It can be shown that an 

MLE must be: concentrated on the set of intersections of the given lines. But such is not a 

density since this is a sel of zero measure and $0 there is no maximum likelihood density. 

Of course: exact detection of lines is Dot real, but we raise this limiting case to point OUI 

some difficulties with the ML criterion. Note A is bounded (by I) since A(A) is a 

probability but me maximizing A is achieved hy a measure with no density. 

Returning to the Simpler discrete detector case , we may also discretize x into pixels or 

boxes, b E B, and this was done in [SV). Let p (b, d) = P (d I b) be the probability that a 

detected emission in box b will be detected in unit d. >From (l.2) we have 

(1.4) pCb. d) ~ I '(x)p(d Ix)dxl I' (x)dx 

• • 
50 that pCb, d) depends on A, which is unknown. But if b has small diameter so that 

p(d Ix) is nearly constant for x E b then we may assume that pCb, d) is known and say is 

approximately given by (1.4) where A is say uniform over x E b. For more on mis see 

{SV). 

The EM algorithm gives a simple update rule which star ts with AO(b). b EB usually 

taken 10 be flat, AO(b)-I, and assigns a new Ai(b), A2(b), ... in order by the rule 
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IJ..k(d) : :z ).k(b)p(b, d). ... 
A s observed in [SV] the update ru le ( 1.5) has elegant properties. First, the likelihood 

always increases , 

(1.7) 

witb equality only if Ak is a maximum of A. Moreover, it is clear from (1.5) that 

~:I'(b) 2:. 0 and that for k 2:. 1 

( 1.8) ~ >.:t(b) .. l: n·(d) 
b .HD 

so that Al has the same total number of recorded counts. Moreover limA-k(b) always ._x 
exists [CT, VSK] and this maximizes A(X). 

The algorithm (1.5) is interesting in itself and can be used to approximately 

nonlinearly "deconvolve" or invert a matrix equation n" =}..P for vector). given vector n° 

and matrix p. 

(1.9) nO(d) - L A(b)p (b,d) , dED ... 
where A(b) 2: 0 is sougbt from measurements of the left side where pCb, d) is a known 

nonnegative matrix satisfying 

( Ll O) L p (b, d) - I, bEB. 
"D 

Our experience with EM in [SV1. [VSK] shows that good numerical results can be 

expected from such a nonlinear inversion of positive matrices. It also suggests that 
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methods from linear programming [K), [Vl can be used to study ET and this will be done 

in theory (02) and practice (§3). 

Lemma. If(1.9) has a solution A(b) 2: 0 th~n it must maximize A. 

To prove Ihis, call At = A, and notc from (1.9) that ..,..k(d) = n OCd) and then from (1.5) 

and (1.10) that AHI =>..k, But (1.7) then holds with equality and so A_Ai is a 

maximum of A. Q.E.D. 

With low couna (small n·Cd» there is lots of noise in (1.9) and there is typically no 

(nonnegative) solution A in (1.9) as we will see from our cltperiments in §3. A theoretical 

analysis of noise as a function of total count is given in [1S]. 

Where did the EM rule (1.5) come from? A re there general principles underlying 

(1..5)1 Arc they useful elsewhere? The answers are yes and the history is as follows: 

L. Baum [B] studied a Markov chain model for breaking secrecy codes which led him to 

alternately: <a) use conditional expectation (E step) to obtain miSSing data and (b) use 

maximum likelihood (M step) to estimate the Markov chain parameters given this missing 

data . then go back to an E step to better estimate the missing data. and so on. This was 

generalized by Baum himself and further by [DLRI. who coined the term EM for the two 

steps; the reader should consult [DLR} for more details. The EM algorithm is particularly 

elegant in this Poisson model because A( 11.) is logconcave and tbe above desirable 

properties of positivity. count preservation. and convergence can be obtained . This was 

first pointed out for ET in [SV). To see how this E and M step works in the Poisson case 

see [VSK. p. 121; but in a sense one does not really learn anything by "deriving" (1.5) in 

this way ralher than by heuristics because the properties ( 1. 7). (1.8) must then be proved 

anyway. 
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A major difficulty [SV, VSKJ with the EM algorithm is that for large k. At gets very 

noisy or snowy. i.e. has large oscillations. Although the likelihood continues to increase 

with k, at k::: 500. ODe no longer lik es the image. At k::: 5000, one no longer eVen likes 

likelihood as a cr iterion, since as we show in §2, in a typical case, the image as given by 

).SOOO is ridiculous and unrecognizable. Why is this and what to do? If likelihood is a 

good thing why isn't more likelihood even beller '? 

One ex-planation [VL, LV) is that likelihood as a criterion reflects noise in the data. 

Thus if onc had direct observations, n Cb) of ).(b), instead of indirect observations, " · Cd), 

one would use )'(b) - neb) as the most likely value: of ).(b) since 

,. ,-' 
n! 

is maximized for a fIXed n at ). "" n. But this can be very noisy if ).(b) is small, which is 

the case if the pixels b are tOO small. 

As a way out of this problem, it has been suggested to smooth). [SM), or 10 impose a 

penalty on ). for lack of smoothness, or equivalently to specify a prior distribution for ). 

and maximize posterior likelihood rather than absolute likelihood ([LiH), [GM] , [LeH], 

[Rubin's commentS to VSK]) . Another way out was suggested by Veklerov and Uacer 

[VL], [LV] who propose to simply stop iterating EM using "a quantitative criterion with a 

simple probabilistic interpretation that allows the user to stop the algorithm just before this 

(bad) effect begins" [VLJ. 

We prefer to use a Veklerov·Llacer stopping criterion rather than to arbitrarily smooth 

or to use an arbitrary questionable prior . Note that using (1.3) one easily computes the 

incremental likelihood in going from ).k to ).H l and one cou ld presumably design a 

quantitative stopping rule based on this alone (although the likelihood continues to 

increase with k). However most users of EM prefer other fixes for the problem. 
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Geman and McClure's method [GM], based on a carefully chosen Gibbs random field 

as prior, gives amazingly good reconstruction of the original A in the simulation 

experiment they describe [GM]. We are however concerned that their choice of Gibbs 

prior is unfair since it places high probability on A'S which only take a few different values 

(piecewise constant) which was true for the original "phantom" used in [SV]. This seems 

likely to lead to errors in reconstruction when the true phantom is actually smoothly 

varying - which may indeed be the case for real emission densities. We have not checked 

it but have been assured by McClure that tbis is not a problem, and if this is so, their 

method of smoothing seems very useful. 

Another way out of this likelihood paradox is to use a least squares [LeH] or other 

non-likelihood based criterion to reconstruct A. However, starling from any A and letting 

A' be the new A obtained by an iteration of (1.5), will increase the likelihood because of 

(1.7) and so long as this docs not ruin smoothness it seems desirable to continue using EM 

iterations which leads us back to EM anyway. 

In the discussion to (VSK], Gabor Herman claims that EM is similar to earlier 

algorithms called multiplicative ART. Although this is true and may be useful in 

suggesting variants of EM, we think it is nice that likelihood and EM is not nearly as 

arbit rary as the ART algorithms in that EM maximizes the meaningful quantity of 

likelihood. It does give reasonable reconstructions if one does not iterate too far. 

It sbould be pointed out that EM bas other troubles, mainly in slow execution times. 

However, tbis can and is being gotten around by using bighly parallel computing CMBMJ. 

Another problem, new to us, of "edge overshoot" is described in [PSI. We have never 

seen this pbenomenon. Can it be due to a poor choice of pCb, d),s wbich do nOt much 

the generated counts physically? 
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In §2 we study the questiDn of uniqueness of ). maximiz.ing A().) and describe a linear 

programming approach to ET which exploits recent developments in linear programming. 

In §3 we discuss the methodology used in doing computer simulation experiments to 

study the performance of algorithms for ET in general, and those experiments related to 

linear programming suggested by the observations in §2, in particular. 

U, Linear Programming and EJ\.1 

It has long been believed [VSK, p. 13] that in typical cases of ET where the number of 

pixels greatly exceeds the number of detector units tbat ). x _ lim). i, the maximum 

likelihood estimator obtained from ).0, is far from unique and different ).°>0 will 

produce different )."'5 . In the (absurd) special case when p(b,d)_IID for all bEB, 

dE D, there are indeed many maximiz.ers, since if). x is any maximum of A then any other 

). with 

(2.1) L '(b) ID - ""(D) 
us 

has the same value of !l-(d) = :L)'(b)p(b. d) ""IJ.X(d), d ED and since A in (1.3) only 

depends on ). through !l-, A().} "" A(). X). Of course p (b. d) - lID would make a very 

poor tomograph indeed since there is no information in the counts except for the total 

number ! In realistic cases we will see that even if 181» IDI,).'" should be expected to 

be unique, or at least essentially unique, in low count cases. The essential uniqueness 

despite the undcrdeterminedness of the problem in the sense that the number of unknowns 

).(b) greatly (factDr of 3) exceeds the number of equations is surprising to us but is not 

totally unfamiliar [Eu). 

The reason for tbis uniqueness is the following: Suppose instead that there are many 

). = ).(b). bE B say). E L with 
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.<2.2) MA) - A(}" >0) for all A E L . 

Then we may take a convex combination, or weighted mean 

'(b) - L a(A) >'(b) 

'" 
where OI(}..) > 0 for A ELand L OI().) - 1, of A E L. Since A(A) is logconcave in A, [SV1, 

A(.~'> - A(A "') as well and so ~ is an MLE but if L is large, ~ will be smooth for some a 

weighting. That is, we can find a smooth estimate). with exactly the same likelihood as 

A"', an MLE. Thus either)''' must be unique (essentially unique) or there are smooth 

MLE's, which is not the case for low count cases. We remark that ..,,(d)'" A ·Cd) is unique 

among all maximum likelihood estimators by a simple convexity argument. 

We can carry the above observation a bit further in two ways. The first way is to nOle 

that by the lemma of § I, if we can find a solution of ( 1.9) then it is an MLE. But (1.9) is 

a linear programming (lP) problem since it is linear and ACb) ~ 0 are the constraints. 

Recent developments in linear programming (se.e e.g. [K]. [V]) have yielded efficient 

routines for deciding feasibility and for solving even such large lP's . We have tried the 

routine on a typical ET case of pCb, d) and II·Cd) in §3. Unfortunately, as was guessed in 

[SV1. (1.9) fails to be feasible in typical cases (at least for the case of the phantom and 

pCb. d) given in [SV]) as we will see in §3, unless the number of counts is enormously 

large. 

There is another, potentially more fruitfu l way, to use LP in ET . Namely we will 

show that given any A, not necessarily an MLE, say A "" A! for some A 0 and some k, we 

can use lP to fllld a new A' with the same likelihood as A and which is as smooth as 

possible in a Manhattan or L\ metric norm. So suppose we have iterated EM, k - 5000 

times. and obtained). .. Ai. Now we form 
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(2.3) ~k(d)'" L ~l(b)p(b,d), dED 

and regard IoLk(d) as n"(d) in (1.9). Now we know that (1.9) has a solution since h = Ak 

is such. Thus the problem with constraints (1.9) and inequalities ).(b) 2: 0, b E B. and 

objective, say 

(2.4) L I'(b) - >-(b')1 is a minimum 
btB/Io'EN(b) 

where N(b) is a local ncighborh.ood of b, Le. the set of nearest neighbors of b, is a 

feasible: LP. Note that objective of the form (2.4) can be viewed as a linear objective 

despite its nonlinear appearance because one can introduce variables ECb, b') for each pair 

b EB and b ' EN(b) which satisfy the constraints 

(2.5) l(b, b') 2; )'(b) - Mb') and leb, b') 2: )'(b') - )'(h) 

and use as objective 

(2.6) min imize L L E(b, b') 
b!B b' EN{b) 

subject to f. and h satisfying (2 .5) and (1.9) with )'(b) 2: O. Unfortunately even the 

present LP package we have is not able to easily implement this LP because the 

introduction of the variables E in (2.5) greatly increases the number of independent 

variables. Instead in §3 and Figure 3 we describe the solution to the LP with the objective 

(2.7) minimize the maximum of >"(b), bE B . 

This is not exactly a smoothness criterion but should have the same effect since (as we 

shall see in §3) >..$OO:l(b) has enormous values for some b. 

In principle, and in practice too, LP can be used in conjunction with EM to give 

maximally smoothed (in the sense of (2.6) or (2.7» estimators with the same likelihood as 

>..k for any (even small) k. Whether this is enough of an advantage to consider 
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implementing LP in an EM laboratory is another question that can only be decided by 

experimentation. 

Another way to use LP to improve ET is somewhat ad hoc as follows. Suppose one 

wants to distort the true value n·(d) as little as possible so that the LP problem becomes 

feasible. Thus suppose that ~ ~ 0 are variables and we wish to find the least value of 

(2.8) 

for which the problem 

(2. 9) n·(d) - tdWCd> :s :L ACb)p(b, d) s n· (d ) + tdVn"Cd) , 
is feasible, i.e. has a solution }"(b ) Ol!: O. Such a }.. would then be maximum likelihood for 

some n·(d) problem (not necessarily integer counts) which differs as little as possible from 

n·(d). The factors ~ were suggested by Y. Vardi. Unfortunately we shall see in 

§3 that this approach is also unsuccessful. 

§3. Experiments 

In each of our experiments we use the same approach as in (SKI. Namely we lake an 

anthropomorphic phantom (perhaps one more realistic for ET can be chosen if a particular 

class of real densities can be envisioned), i.e. a particular },,(x). As discussed in [SVj and 

in [VSKjlhe true counts n eb) and n · (d) can be simulated perfectly (neglecting scatter and 

randoms {SV)) as described in [SV). Thus Figu re 1 represents n (b) for 128 x 128 pixels b 

where 106 counts were generated. It is very important to understand that in generating 

1I · (d) no use is made of the pixel boundaries or the shape of the boxes b. Instead each of 

the 106 points is chosen from heX) by chOOSing a point x uniformly in the unit square and 

accepting it with probability proportional to A(x). If it is accepted, a random line l 

through x is chosen and Ihe lube of I is incremented. It is easy to see ( in principle) how to 
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study effects of range, angulation, scatter, and random with this model (although we have 

not done so). Note that there: are Ci~ "" 8128 detector units in [SV] . but that balf of 

these bave uro counts because they are not sufficient ly opposing. Thus there arc about 

642 = 4096 tubes and about 1281 '-rr /4 - 12868 pixels. $0 that there are more: than 3 times 

as many unknowns A(h) as measurements, fl.-(d). Appendix I gives the program we used 

to generate the count data. 

For p (b, d ) we use the value of p (d I x) where x is the exact center of b. 11 is easy to 

scc that the pCb. d),s used in [SV] lead 10 infeasibility in (1.9). This is because the 

pCb. d),s in [SV] are specially chosen for rapid computation and satisfy for example lUbes 

in any (say vertical) direction, 

(3.1) L pCb, d) - c = constant in b. 
""'" , 

But then for (1.9) to have a solution we must have 

(3.2) L "O(d)'" C L ;\(b) 
vmie&l d • b 

which is an event of probability u ro since "O(d) are independent. However, for 

p (b, d) =- p (d I center of b) as above there is no degeneracy as in (3. I) and (1.9) has a 

chance of being feasible. If there is less noise in the measurements (i.e. large "O(d» then 

( 1.9) is more likely to be feasible. We determined roughly by experiment that if tbere are 

rib x nb pixels and (;1 tubes then the range of the number rIC of counts at which (1.9) 

has a feasible solution with reasonably positive probability is given in Table L 
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Table 1 

!l!L ,d " 
5 5 [150,300J 

10 5 [150,3(0) 

10 10 10' 

20 10 [2 x let, 2 .5 x lit] 

30 10 [2 x l a', 2.5 x l a'] 

45 15 [ I ~, 3 x 1!1'1 

128 20 » 107 

The evidence in Table 1 makes it very likely that for nb - nd - 128 as in [SV] the 

problem (1.9) is infeasible unless nc » 1010 , Le . it is not going to be feasible under 

typical circumstances. This was guessed (without real evidence) in [SV), but now that we 

have a package to do large LP's we have empirically verified that (1.9) is typically not 

feasiblc at reasonable count rates . 

Figure 2a-d shows the EM reconstruction after 20,60,500, 5000 iterat ions. The log 

likelihood values Vt = C - logA().:t) are approximately given in Table 2 where C is an 

arbitrary constant. The true value of the higher likelihood reconstructions is small. 

Smoothing tbe 5{)(X)1h iteration with a crude average aD 9 points restores a reasonable 

image (Figure 2e). 

How can we use LP to get bener estimates of A(b) without loss of likelihood? ODe 

way was described in (2.3) where " · (d) is replaced by fl.k(d). Figure 3a shows the result 

of using (2.7) to maximize smoothness under (2.3) with k""SOOO. Unfortunately there is 

no improvement over Figure 2d (the large values if A(b) are in the same place) and we 

conclude that the method fails because the maximum likelihood estimator is essentially 

unique. We tried to start the EM algorithm off at a nonuniform AO and again we got back 

to Figu re 3a or 2d. Figures 3b, 3c show 3a smoothed once and twice . 
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'The result of minimizing (2.8) subject to the feasibili ty of (2.9) yields the 

reconstruction in Figure: 4a, again of th e: type of Figures 2d, 3a, with 10
6 

counts. With 10
8 

cou nts we obtain Figure: 4b which is slightly smoother. Smoothing Figure 4b gives 4c. 

Single and double smoothing of 4a gives 4d and 4e. 

Our conclusions from these experiments are that the likelihood criterion is flawed. 

More: likelihood cannot be achieved without giving up smoothness. The true maximum 

likelihood estimator is essentia lly unique. 

Table 2 

Loglikelihood as a function of iteration number . 

Ileration number k 

10 
20 
'0 
40 
50 

'" 100 
200 
'00 
400 
500 

1000 
2000 
,000 
4000 
5000 

"'" m 
-512 
-771 
-901 
-981 

• -1l42 
-\277 
-1328 
-1357 
-1376 
-1430 
- 1482 
- 15 12 
-\531 
-\545 

c positr 
c i - (il, 
c b(i) • 
c pnp(k) 
c nc- tot 
c tlk,t2 
c .. - widt 
c rd-rll~ 

c define 

1234 

10 

II 

c ck-co~ 

c the e< 
c ("dco! 

, 
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c positron emission racon with e-m algorithm 
c',i- (i1,i21 indexes the ith box with center at -1+(2i-l)/(2b-l) il-i1,l2 
c blil .. l.ambd,j.(i);f(i)-lIwn(n( .,k)c(i,k)/phOt) 
c pnp(kl-no. counts i n tube It; ph(kl-sum(b(j)c(j,kl) 
c nc- total nO. of cQunts,nd- no.detector3,.5nd(nd-l) - no. tubes 
c tlk,t2k- distances from O. to edges of tube It, - r d<t2k<tlk<rd 
c w- width of the intersection of the kt h t ube and the ith sphere 
c rd- rad. of detector circle div. by rad of patient circle!-! .) 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension x(128),st(-1:256 ) ,ct( - 1:256) , a(4) 

c define constants 
open (9 , file- ' nhnd') 
rewind(9) 
read(9 , 1234)nh,nd 

1234 format (214) 
nd2 .. 2 *nd 
if Inb .gt. 128 .or. nct .qt. 128) then 

print *,' ERROR: problem too big' 
stop 

endi f 
rho-1 . /nb 
rd-sqrt (2.) 
pi-3.141S926Sd+0 
pi2- 2"pi 
cc- 1./pi 
rnb2 ... . S*nb 
rndpi2-nd/pi2 
pi2nd-pi2/nd 
do 10 i - l,nb 

x(i)--1.+(i-.S)*2./nb 
10 continue 

do 11 k - -1,nd2 
th-.S*k*pi2nd 
5t(k)-5in(th) 
ct (k) -COI5 (th) 

11 continue 
ic:nt - 1 
write(14,997) icnt 

997 tormat(i7) 

do 301 kl -0 ,nd-2 
do 302 k2 - kl+l,nd-1 

c ck-col5 (thk) ,s k-l5in(thk) , thk- (alf+bet)/2 where x *ck+Y *l5k-tlk,t2k define 
c the edge line of tube with centerl5 at rdcosa1f, rdl5ina1f , at 
c ( rdCOSbet ,rdsinbet), 0<a1f<bet<2 pi . 

ck-ct (kl+k2) 
sk-n (kl+k2) 
t1k-rd*ct(k2-kl-l) 
t2k-rd*ct(k2-kl+l) 
if(ab5(c:k ) .ge . abs (sk)) t hen 

c now run through boxe5 by rows 
do 303 i2-1 ,nb 

ia_«1.+(t2k_rho_x(i2) · sk)/ck)*nb+l.) * . S 
ib- «1.+(tlk+rho-x(i2)*sk)/ck)*nb+l.)*.S 
i11-maxO(1 , 1+minO(ia , ib)) 
i12-minO(nb . maxO(ia , ib)) 
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do 304 il- ill,i12 
tip· x(ll) *ck+x(iZI *sk+rhO 
tim- t ip-Z . " rho 
w- aminl (amaxlCtip,t2kl ,tlk ) 

-aminl (amaxl (tim,t2k),tlkl 
a(11_atan2(rd*5t(2*kl-ll- x (12), 

rd~ ct(2*kl-ll-x(il)1 

a(Z)_atan2(rd*otC2*kl+ll-x ti2). 
rd*ct(2*kl+l)-x(il» 

a(3) _a tan2(rd*ot{2 *k2-11-xC12 ) , 
rd*ct(2*k2-1)-x(il» 

a( 4)_atan2Crd*st(2*k 2+1)-x(iZ), 
rd*ct(2*k2+11-x (il» 

ichk .. 0 
do 350 i-2,4 

if (a(i) .It. a(i-1) ) then 
ichk .. i chk+l 
do 351 j-i,4 

a(jl .. aCjl + pi2 
continue 

endit 
350 contin\,le 

if ( ichk .9t. 1 ) then 

998 
999 

304 
303 

o 
o 
o 
o 

print .,'ERROR: ichk .qt . 1', 
* , x kl',kl,'k2',k2,'il / ,il,'i2',i2,'a',la 1i l ,i- l ,41 

• 

else 

• 

continue 
continUe 

stop 
endif 
a (3) .. a (3) - pi 
a(4) .. a(4) - pi 
w " max(min(a(4) , a(2)1 

-max (a (3),11 (1»,0 .OdO) 

if ( w . ne. 0.0 ) then 
write(lS , 998) w*cc 

endif 

... rite (16, 999) (il-1) *nb+i2 
icnt .. icnt + 1 
fOJ:'/ll&t(f6.41 
format (i 7) 

no'" run through bo~es by co1s 
dk_sk*2./nb 
do 306 il .. 1 , nb 

ia_ «1.+(t2k_rho_x(ill*ck) /skl*nb+l.I*.5 
ib_«(1.+(tlk+rho_x(il )*ck l/sk) *nb+l . )*.5 
i21-maxO(1,1+minO(ia,ib» 
i22-minO(nb, ma~O(ia,ib» 

do 307 i2 - i21 , i22 
tip- x(il) "ck+x(i21 *sk+rho 
tim'"'tip-2.*rho 
..... amin1(amaxl(tip,t2kl, t1k l 

_&minl(amaxl(tim,t2k l , t lkl 
a(11 _atan2(rd*st(2*kl- 11-x (i2), 

rd*ct(2*k l -l ) - x(il» 
a(21 _atan2(rd*st(2*kl+1l-x (i2) , 

" 
3! 

,,
", 
30~ 
30) 



)) 

)) 

)) 

)) 

l' , 

ldO) 

, 

1)) 

353 

J52 

J07 
306 

302 
301 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
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rd *ct(2*kl+l)-x(il)) 
a(J) -atan2(rd*st(2 *k2-!) - x(i2), 

rd*ct(2*k2-1)-x(i!l) 
a(4)-atan2(rd *st(Z*k2+1)-x(i2), 

rd*ct (1*k2+l1-x{il)) 
iehk ... 0 
do 352 i - 2 , 4 

if ( ali) .It . a(i-l) ) then 
iehk ... ichk+l 
do 353 j - i,4 

a(j) ... a(jl + pi2 
continue 

endif 
continue 
if ( iehk .gt. 1 J then 

print *, 'ERROR : iehk .gt. 1', 
'kl' ,kl, 'le2' ,le2,' iI', ii, ' i2 ' ,i2,' a', (a (i) .i-l, 4) 

continue 
cont inue 

endi! 

!ltop 
endi! 
4(3) ... a(3) - pi 
11.(4) ... 4(4) - pi 
w '" max(min(",(4),a(2)) 

-max (a (3) , a (1) ) , O. OdO) 
it ( w .ne. 0.0 ) then 

write(15,998) w*cc 

e n dif 

write (16, 999) (il-l) *nb+i2 
ient .. ient + 1 

write (H , 997) ient 
continue 

cont inua 
write (13, 997) nh"nb 
write (13, 997) {nd * {nd-lIJ/2 
write (13, 997) icnt-l 
stop 
end 

double precision function artan2(x,y) 
double precision K,y 
double preci5ion pi,pi2 

pi-3 .l4l59265d+O 
pi2-2 *pi 

if ( y .ge. 0.0 ) then 
if ( x . ge. 0.0 

artan2 
e15e 

arcan2 
endif 

else 

) then -atan (x/y) 

.. pi2 + atan (x/y) 

artan2 .. pi + atan (x/y) 
endif 

return 
end 
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